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Synopsis 
Elasto-plastic analysis plays an important role in limit load analysis, design of d ~ e s  in the 
metal forming processes, fracture mechanics and many such engineering disciplines The 
analjsis however involves complex structural geometries for which analytical procedures 
are estremely difficult with the existing mathematical tools and concepts Ne~ertheless 
such complicated problems of engineering Importance are usually analyzed uslng numerical 
procedures such as F i n ~ t e  Element Methods which wlll be used here also 
Comentlonal elasto-plastlc techniques like plastlc potential theory assume yield surface, flow 
rule and harden~ng rules Researchers are on a sustained misslon of reducing these assump- 
tions, to make the vlrtual slmulatlon move towards realistic processes Results of some 
attempts towards this are the endochronic theory and the varlable moduli model These 
models do not contain the above mentioned assumptions Endochronlc theory glves a rela- 
tlon between the deviatorlc part of the stress and the plastic straln based on Irreversible ther- 
modynamics considerations for initially isotropic materials and assumes volumetric change 
as elastic Vanable modull model does not make any such assumption on volume change and 
hence it can be applied to  even pressure sensitlve materials It considers non-linear stress 
straln curve as plecewise linear, and bulk and shear moduli as functions of stress and strain 
tensor invarstnants 
The Flnite Element Method (FEM) ~nvolves also the dlscretlzatron of the domaln into small 
subdomains whlch are generally called elements and approximating the field var~ables by 
piecewlse interpolation Though a variety of 2-D and 3- D element formulations are existing, 
most of them suffer from problems like locking, zero-energy modes etc A recently developed 
14-node brick element PN5X1, which IS based on the Papkovltch-Neuber potentials gives very 
---- 
good peiformnnce and passes constant as well as hlgher order patch tests and conberges to 
expected ~ a l u e s  in almost all the plate and shell problems 
The present norh is about developing a 1Pnode brick element based on the earller PK5S1 
It includes mater~al  non-linearity using the variable moduli model The bulk and shear 
moduli funct~ons are obta~ned from experimental stress-strain data and the least squares 
method is used to  get the constants in the functions Finally, the element is tested against 
benchmark problems and the comparison shows that the new element behaves accurately in 
elasto-plastic fields also 
